sun. sand. serenity.

When the ocean is your inspiration, finding your inner Zen is effortless. Relax into luxurious, tranquil treatments designed to reawaken all senses. Retreat to a private terrace with its own vanishing-edge pool overlooking the Pacific, or share a soothing side-by-side massage experience for two.

SPA AND SALON AT THE DEL.
Feeling beautiful inside and out provides an overall feeling of well-being. Whether you want to exude radiance for a special event or are just captivated with beautifying upkeep, self-care is a nurturing practice that we support.
nail care  Experience the finest nail care, designed to leave hands and feet soft, supple, shiny and deeply nourished.

DEL-LUXE SIGNATURE MANICURE OR PEDICURE  This decadent nail service includes a therapeutic mineral soak, exfoliating sugar scrub, hydrating mask followed by extended massage, nail shaping and cuticle maintenance finished with polish. 50-65 MINUTES

OCEAN MANICURE & PEDICURE  This treatment includes a therapeutic mineral soak followed by an application of hydrating and soothing lotion, completed with nail shaping, cuticle maintenance and polish. 40-50 MINUTES

GEL MANICURE & PEDICURE  This dry manicure or pedicure includes trim and nail shaping, cuticle maintenance that is topped with Gel FX polish, a vitamin and antioxidant enriched polish to promote healthy nails and completed with nourishing cuticle oil. 65-70 MINUTES

MOM & ME  For special occasions or just a special day, enjoy side-by-side pampering with our Ocean Manicures for Mommy and a Kid’s Manicure. Sip on sparkling champagne and sparkling apple juice during your special treat. 45 MINUTES

GENTLEMEN’S SPORTS PEDICURE  Soak in a warm foot bath infused with essential oils followed by a vigorous mineral salt buff that promotes increased circulation and a focused sports massage. A matte finish on clean, groomed nails makes this an ideal choice. 50 MINUTES

MAN-I-CURE  Quick, long-lasting relief is on the way with this customized hand treatment designed just for men. Aroma infused, invigorating massage that relaxes and increases overall circulation. 25 MINUTES

nail enhancements

French Polish Hands or Feet  French Polish Hands or Feet  Gel Polish Removal Hands or Feet  Eco-Fin Hand Treatment  Eco-Fin Foot Treatment  Callus repair

hair  From simple cuts to complete style transformation, Salon at The Del offers a hairstyling experience that exceeds expectations.

Shampoo & Style  60 minutes
Dry Style  45 minutes
Color  120 minutes
Gentlemen’s Cut  45 minutes
Bridal Styling  90 minutes

OLAPLEX SMOOTHING HAIR THERAPY  Designed to be mixed with color in the salon, the silicon and oil free ingredients help repair broken bonds in the hair shaft post- treatment and leaves hair soft, shiny and luxurious. Prevents color fading and extends blow-dries.

addition to any hair service

Make up Application - 60 minutes
Eyelash Application - 20 minutes

*In-room hair and makeup services are available for an additional charge.
**therapeutic facials** Benefits of a regular facial include increased circulation, smoothing fine lines and cleansing pores on a deep level.

**DEL SIGNATURE FACIAL** This personalized treatment cleanses, exfoliates, and extracts where necessary with a treatment specific massage, mask and intensive serum chosen for your individual needs to achieve the best possible results. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**VITAMIN SEA FACIAL** Rejuvenate and protect your skin with this Vitamin C rich facial full of antioxidants for protection from free radicals while repairing cell damage and encouraging new cell growth, leaving the skin refreshed & restored. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**PURIFYING FACIAL** Designed for oily, congested and problematic skin, deep cleansing helps to regulate oil secretions and refine open pores. Essential Tea Tree and White Thyme oils are used to soothe and calm the skin, encouraging a more balanced and clear complexion. 50 MINUTES

**BEYOND ORGANIC** Suitable for all skin types, all-natural products promote healing and hydrating the skin while combating hyperpigmentation, supporting balanced, healthy, radiantly fresh & younger looking skin. 50 MINUTES

**GENTLEMEN’S FACIAL** An effective, age-defying facial designed to deliver immediate results to tired looking skin, reducing fine lines and wrinkles. 50 MINUTES

**HYDRAFACIAL** A customizable, rejuvenating skin resurfacing treatment that immediately reduces the look of lines, wrinkles, acne, hyperpigmentation, congested pores and uneven skin tone on the face and neck using LED light therapy. 25 | 50 | 80 MINUTES

**DEL-LIFT** This anti-aging treatment delivers great results using specialty products that have been formulated to include advanced peptide technology and cell reactivation for lifting, tightening and toning the skin. 50 MINUTES

**MICRODERM FACIAL** An advanced skincare treatment that reduces fine lines and wrinkles by comfortably and effectively resurfacing the skin leaving it brilliant, smooth and ageless. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**OXYGEN FACIAL** This luxurious hydrating treatment infuses pressurized oxygen and a multi-vitamin serum high in peptides & antioxidants into the skin leaving it luminous, invigorated and refreshed. 50 MINUTES

**REVERSIVE ANTI-AGING FACIAL** Retain and extend skin cell lifespan, reactivate the skin’s own anti-aging mechanisms and reclaim lost radiance with this innovative treatment that visibly smooths fine lines and wrinkles. 50 MINUTES

**BACK FACIAL** Concentrating on the entire back, this treatment focuses on a deep cleanse and exfoliation. A special mask clarifies and softens the skin while a back and foot massage transports you to a place of peace and relaxation. 50 MINUTES

**essential enhancements**
- Enzyme Peel
- AHA Facial Peel
- AHA Hand Treatment
- AHA Décolleté Treatment
- Lip Plumping Mask Treatment

**HAIR REMOVAL SERVICES**
- Back
- Bikini
- Brazilian
- Brow Shaping
- Brow
- Chest
- Chin
- Ears
- Forearm
- Full Arm
- Full legs
- Half Legs
- Lips
- Nose
- Underarms
- Waxing Combinations
beauty rituals  Beauty rituals are combinations of multiple services artfully tailored to rejuvenate your body and spirit.

THE WORKS  This head to toe retreat will not only leave you pampered, but rejuvenated as well. This treatment combination includes The Del Signature Massage, Del Signature Facial, Ocean Manicure and Del Signature Pedicure, Shampoo and Style, with a glass of champagne. 4.5 HOURS

UPLIFT ME RITUAL  This results oriented ritual is a highly effective HydraFacial treatment, rejuvenating Nu-face lifting face treatment, and an exfoliation for your hands and arms, plumping lip and a décolletage lifting mask. It will surely bring you bliss and uplifting. 110 MINUTES

SPRAY TAN  Enjoy a sun kissed glow with a Sun FX spray tan session customized to your skin tone color. Enhance your service and extend your new glow with a body polish exfoliation followed by Sun FX spray tan. 25 MINUTES TANNING SERVICE 25 MINUTES PRE TAN BODY EXFOLIATION

beautifying body treatments  Revive, purify and relax your skin and mind with exfoliating and cocooning body treatments that will leave every inch of you feeling pampered, glowing and rejuvenated.

DEL SIGNATURE BODY SCRUB  A skin softening body exfoliation combines sea salts with a light application of aromatic essential oils to leave your skin nourished, smooth and supple. Full body massage is available for 80 minute treatments. 50 | 80 MINUTES

BODY MOISTURE DRENCH WRAP  A gentle body polish followed by an application of an enriched marine mud or detoxifying algae gel hydrates skin and restores equilibrium. While wrapped, enjoy a tension relieving scalp massage with a nourishing leave-in conditioning cream. A full body aromatherapy massage following a shower will leave you feeling totally relaxed. 80 MINUTES

SLIM AGAIN TREATMENT  This detoxifying treatment helps reduce the appearance of cellulite, smooths and tightens skin using an organic combination of marine based products with a gentle exfoliation and marine clay wrap. Most effective with a series of sessions. 80 MINUTES

GODDESS OF THE SEA  A heavenly experience provides a gentle exfoliation and a detoxifying body wrap partnered with a 25 minute moisture application to leave your entire body feeling supple, smooth and hydrated. 80 MINUTES
### NAIL CARE
- **DEL-Luxe Signature**
  - Mani: $75-$80
  - Pedi: $95-$100
- **Ocean**
  - Mani: $50-$55
  - Pedi: $60-$65
- **Gel**
  - Mani: $70-$75
  - Pedi: $80-$85
- **Mom and Me**
  - Mani: $105-$110
- **Gentlemen’s Sports Pedicure**
  - Mani-cure: $60-$65

### NAIL ENHANCEMENTS
- French Polish Hands or Feet: $10
- Gel Polish Removal Hands or Feet: $25
- Eco-Fin Hand Treatment: $25
- Eco-Fin Foot Treatment: $25
- Callus repair: $35

### HAIR DESIGN (pricing starting from)
- Shampoo & Style: $65
- Cut & Style: $80
- Dry Style: $50
- Partial Highlights: $100
- Color: $115
- Full Highlights: $150
- Gentlemen’s Cut: $45
- Kid’s Cut: $40
- Bridal Styling: $125
- Up Style: $95
- Olaplex Smoothing Hair Therapy: $50

### MAKEUP ARTISTRY
- Make up Application: $80
- Minutes Eyelash Application: $30

### FACIAL CARE
- **Del Signature**
- **Vitamin Sea**
- **Purifying**
- **Beyond Organic**
- **Gentlemens**
- **HydraFacial**
- **DEL-Lift**
- **Microderm**
- **Oxygen**
- **Reversive**
- **Back**

### HAIR REMOVAL SERVICES
- Pricing starting from $20-$75

### BEAUTY RITUALS
- **The Works**
- **Uplift Me**
- **SprayTan 75-80/pre-tan exfoliation**

### BODY TREATMENTS
- **Del Signature Body Scrub**
- **Body Moisture Drench Wrap**
- **Slim Again**
- **Goddess of the Sea**
Let the ocean be your guide on your Path to Wellness as you embrace self-nurturing and radiant health inspired by the soothing presence of the sea. Since 1888, The Del has welcomed travelers to enjoy the curative powers of the ocean to instill well-being.
massage wellness therapies  Tap into the ocean and drift away with a massage to encourage healing and relaxation, as well as physical and mental restoration.

**DEL SIGNATURE MASSAGE**  A blend of essential oils soothes and de-stresses the mind while incorporating light to medium pressure over the entire body to suit your specific needs. The 80 minute service includes a foot ritual. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**DEEP TISSUE/SPORTS MASSAGE**  Facilitate muscle recovery with this moderate to firm deep tissue massage designed to relieve soreness resulting from exertion or exercise. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**SWEDISH MASSAGE**  A traditional full body massage that uses gentle pressure to promote relaxation and ease muscle tension along with a pure, unscented blend of nourishing oils to regenerate and revitalize the entire body. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**HOT STONE MASSAGE**  This deeply warming therapeutic full body massage uses warm stones, medium pressure and flowing movements to help release tight muscles and promote deep relaxation. 80 MINUTES

**MOTHER TO BE MASSAGE**  Designed to promote relaxation, soothe nerves and relieve strained back and leg muscles for expectant mothers in their second and third trimesters. 50 MINUTES

**LOMI LOMI MASSAGE**  Part of traditional Hawaiian native medicine, hands and forearms are used to apply moderate pressure with fluid, rhythmic motion to promote a deeper sense of relaxation. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**TABLE THAI MASSAGE**  A technique that uses slow, rhythmic compressions and stretches along the body’s energy lines over loose-fitting clothes, that promotes flexibility, and increased range of motion to create a holistic experience. 80 MINUTES

**LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE MASSAGE**  Activate a natural detoxification process with a very light pressure treatment designed to decrease edema or swelling. Most effective with a series of sessions. 50 MINUTES

**REFLEX FOOT MASSAGE**  Following a gentle foot scrub, pressure points on the feet are massaged to relieve fatigued feet and improve overall holistic health. 50 MINUTES

**essential enhancements**
Hot Stone Upgrade | Scalp Treatment
Foot cleanse treatment
Cryofacial massage | 25 Minute Scrub

**couples experiences**  Let the crash of the ocean waves set the rhythm to the art of reconnecting. All couples experiences take place in our private Couples Suite.

**SWEDISH COUPLES MASSAGE**  Unwind with this gentle, relaxing massage that uses gentle pressure to promote relaxation and ease muscle tension. A pure, unscented blend of nourishing oils is used to regenerate and revitalize the entire body. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**DEL SIGNATURE COUPLES MASSAGE**  Slip away into a blissful state with side by side massages followed by a champagne toast and private beach bonfire complete with s’mores. The 80 minute service includes a foot ritual. 50 | 80 MINUTES

**OCEAN RITUAL**  This personalized aromatic retreat is the perfect escape to enjoy together. Consult with your therapist to select the aromatherapy oil and body scrub most suited to your needs followed by a dual rainfall shower and full body massage. A nourishing hair and scalp treatment along with a champagne toast ends your ritual. 110 MINUTES
path to wellness

MASSAGE THERAPIES
Del Signature $180-$265
Deep Tissue Sports $190-$270
Swedish $175-$250
Hot Stone $250-$255
Mother to Be $170-$175
Lomi Lomi $180-$250
Table Thai $260-$265
Lymphatic Drainage $170-$175
Reflex Foot $175-$180

 MASSAGE ENHANCEMENTS
Hot Stone Upgrade $20
Scalp massage $15
Foot cleanse treatment $20
Cryofacial massage $15
25 Minute Scrub $70

COUPLES EXPERIENCES
Swedish Massage $370-$520
Del Signature Massage $445-$600
Ocean Ritual $750-$760

*Prices subject to change without notice

HOTELDEL.COM/SPA | 619.522.8100
DELSPA@HOTELDEL.COM
CORONADO, CA
ARRIVAL
Please arrive 30 minutes prior to your appointment so that we may show you to your locker and allow you time to change into a robe and slippers. Your appointment is reserved exclusively for you. In order to honor each guest experience, late arrivals will receive only the remaining time of their appointment.

CANCELLATIONS
Should you need to cancel or reschedule your appointment, please notify us 24 hours the day prior to your service to avoid being charged in full. Group reservations are subject to terms of contract.

AGE REQUIREMENTS
Young adults 13 and older are welcome to receive spa services. A parent must be onsite and provide consent for anyone 17 or younger. Services are scheduled with a same-gender provider and teens must wear their own bathing suit.

CLOTHING OPTIONS
For spa services, bring a bathing suit to enjoy the vanishing edge pool on the outdoor co-ed spa terrace. Bathing suits are optional in the men’s and women’s lounge areas.

SECURING VALUABLES
We recommend you leave valuables at home or in your guestroom safe. Lockers are available for your personal items. We are not responsible for lost or stolen items.

GRATUITY
For your convenience, an automatic 20% gratuity will be added to all spa services. Menu prices do not reflect this charge. All prices and services at the Spa and Salon are subject to change without notification.

DAY PASSES
Passes for day use of spa facilities may be purchased based on availability. Discounted day passes are available for Salon at the Del guests.
relax and unwind